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University of Copenhagen, I stitute of Mineralogy, Ostervoldgade 10,DK-1350 Copenhagen, Denmark 
Abstract--In the present study historical brickwork ornaments are used as a vehicle for testing existing 
pattern classifications (Wyckoff sets/pattern types) and development of new classifications. Patterns can 
form progressive s ries in which incremental changes produce a series of new patterns spanning two 
selected end-member patterns. The following types of series have been defined and their symmetrological 
aspects discussed: expansion-reduction series including the simple lement-expansion (-reduction) cases; 
element-propagation (i.e. accretional) series; variable-fit series; intercalation series; catamorphic ( .e. 
complication/simplification) series which embrace multiplicative catamorphy, pattern metamorphosis and 
element-additive catamorphy as well as the omission series; element-substitution series; pattern-reduction 
and partial overlap series; as well as affine series and the series of freely-hinged patterns. Applicability 
of these concepts was successfully tested on four large families of ornamental patterns as well as on the 
comprehensive pattern sets from the Great Mosque of Cordoba (Spain) and from the village of Jork 
(North Germany). Inaddition, the role of simple stacking notation and the results of selective colouring 
applied to simple brickwork patterns were studied. Detailed analysis of order~lisorder phenomena in 
ornamental patterns i given as well. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
After having worked with complex patterns and symmetries [1-3], a question arose in the author's 
mind about which spectrum of patterns and symmetries was produced using one of the simplest 
means of ornamental expression--brick masonry. Study revealed on the one hand the extra- 
ordinary richness of brickwork patterns and on the other hand the limited spectrum of principles 
and of groups of symmetry used by the artisans. They became a vehicle for the development of 
alternative systems of symmetrological/structural an ysis of patterns. Some of these are of general 
validity, applicable to all series of patterns, from brickwork through mosaics to the families of 
crystal structures. The present effort is parallel to the developments taking place for complex crystal 
structures, e.g. various polytype nomenclatures a well as papers [4, 5] and Ref. [6]. 
These studies led from plain masonry towards more and more complicated ornamental 
brickwork patterns. However, an attempt was made to limit the present study to patterns composed 
of real, simply shaped bricks (or corresponding stone elements), in most cases stopping short of 
polygonal or curvilinear ceramic tiles prepared in special molds. Furthermore, large-scale patterns 
of glazed and multicoloured bricks (like those on the domes and walls of Iranian and central Asian 
mosques), in which the role of individual brick all but disappears, were omitted as well. 
2. ROSETTES, FRIEZES AND PLANE PATTERNS 
Zero- and one-dimensional periodic patterns are widely used on buildings as a means of adorning 
plain brickwork. Both purely axial (rotational) as well as combined rotational-reflectional groups 
of symmetry occur in zero-dimensional brick patterns (rosettes). The latter symmetry implies that 
all bricks that meet at an angle have either been ground to conform with reflection planes or the 
square elements have been used on these planes. If this is not the case, individual bricks meet in 
a herringbone fashion and, on the level of individual bricks, the pattern will violate the potential 
(or actual on the large scale) reflection planes. 
Such patterns correspond to the situation often found at unit-cell level in twinning of crystal 
structures and, consequently, they can be described as simple or complex twins in two dimensions, 
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Fig. I. Brickwork frieze from Gamle Kongevej, Copenhagen (1906 A.D.). Band group ping2. This frieze 
is not extendable into a uniquely defined two-dimensional pattern. 
according to the number of composition planes. Pattern portions between two adjacent com- 
position planes represent fragments of a two-dimensional periodic pattern. 
One-dimensional friezes were equally widely used (Figs 1 and 2). All frieze patterns can be divided 
into two large groups. The first group combines friezes which are of typically one-dimensional 
character [Figs 2(c) and (d)]. They are "self-contained" within distinct parallel boundaries. The 
second type of friezes are those which represent obvious cut-outs from two-dimensionally periodic 
patterns and their parallel imits often represent lines traceable in the same cut-outs in other 
directions (i.e. perpendicular o oblique to infinite extension) [Figs 2(a) and (b)]. In the majority 
of cases the two-dimensionally periodic versions can be unambiguously reconstructed [e.g. from 
Figs 2(a) and (b) or in Fig. 24]. Sometimes, the two-dimensional patterns and their one-dimensional 
cut-outs appear on the same buildin_g [Fi_gs 2(b) and 35]. In other cases one-dimensional cut-outs 
were not extended sideways beyond limits which could reveal their order-disorder properties 
(Fig. 52). Finally, for some patterns multiple extension possibilities exist so that no definite idea 
about the possible two-dimensional precursor can be deduced (Fig. 1). Again, bricks were ground 
to shapes, or square lements inserted in many simple brickwork friezes if lengthwise mirror planes 
were desired in stead of glide-reflection planes. 
Friezes representing cut-outs of two-dimensional patterns will often contain elements of local 
symmetry of higher order than those allowed by the seven frieze groups. Such symmetry elements 
will not fit into the overall frieze group either by position or their order [e.g. the local four-fold 
axes and diagonal mirror and glide-reflection planes in Figs 2(a) and (b)]. They might be used by 
the artisan when frieze pattern is "rounding a corner" to become a frame. 
In the two-dimensionally infinite periodic patterns cases of higher local symmetry can occur as 




Fig. 2. One-dimensional patterns from eastern gates of the Great Mosque of Cordoba (built under AI 
Mansur, 987 A.D.). (a) Band group ~_ .  A cut-out from a two-dimensional pattern p4mm. (b) band 
group p 112. A cut-out from a two-dimensional pattern in Fig. 35. (a) and (b) contain numerous local 
symmetry elements preserved from the plane patterns. (c) Band group  lm 1; reduction version of pattern 
in Fig. 2(d). (d) Band group prom2. This pattern also represents unit-cell twinning of the pattern in 
Fig. 2(c). 
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and not all of these symmetry elements become valid for the entire, one- or two-dimensionally 
infinite pattern. In many cases the local high symmetry of a brick or of a brick course (layer) results 
in order-disorder phenomena to which a special section has been devoted. 
With respect o various symmetry elements of the relevant frieze or plane group, the pattern 
elements (motifs) can assume two distinct ypes of positions: (1) general positions which do not lie 
on any symmetry operators and (2) special positions which lie on one or on an intersection ofseveral 
symmetry operators. Such elements must themselves display these local symmetry conditions if the 
symmetry conditions if the symmetry group is not to be violated. These distinctions are important 
for certain pattern classifications [7] and for brick colouring to obtain dichroic symmetry groups. 
Another group of phenomena important for understanding brickwork patterns are super- and 
subperiodicities, pseudosymmetry as well as superpositions (mixing) of symmetries, summarized in
Ref. [3]. 
3. CLASSIFICATION OF PATTERNS 
Pure unit-mesh and plane-group characterization yields only partial picture of pattern vari- 
ability. Therefore, further classification of patterns can only be achieved by studying their 
individual elements as well as their mutual relationships and their positions in respect to symmetry 
elements. 
Attempts to create such classifications have been perfected by Gr/inbaum and Shephard. Their 
series of contributions has been summarized in Ref. [7]. Parallel efforts for a rather specialized 
topic, the crystallographic point configurations have been perfected and summarized by Fischer 
and Koch [8]. 
For all 17 plane groups, there are 72 types of element (motif) configurations in both special and 
general sites (Wyckoff positions). Some of these configurations differ from each other only by their 
relative position and orientation in the unit mesh and not in the site symmetry and the 
configuration itself. Lumping such relevant cases together we obtain 51 types of Wyckoffsets which 
were singled out by crystallographers [9] and geometricians [7]. For point motifs such lumping 
yields only 30 distinct cases, the lattice complexes of crystallography; reduction to point motifs 
makes them non-applicable to the majority of plane patterns. 
Two types of notation were devised for Wyckoff sets: (1) an explicit crystallographic one with 
a wealth of information but of corresponding complexity [8] and (2) a tabulation of Wyckoff sets 
by Griinbaum and Shephard [7] as so-called pattern types. In their refined classification of 52 
pattern types a consecutive numbering is used. As in the case of lattice complexes, pattern types 
can be used not only for the plane group they were derived for but also for a variable number of 
lower plane groups which are motif-transitive for a given pattern type. 
The efficiency of these classifications for real patterns, often with problems and ambiguities in
selection of elements (motifs), with several Wyckoff sets (pattern types) of the same or of different 
kind in one pattern, nesting or engulfment ofmotifs, their very uneven sizes or with interpretational 
problems due to the differences between the ideal design and its technical realization, will be tested 
here. It should be stressed, however, that already the authors of these classifications perceived that 
without sizable quantitative data or without detailed special classifications for certain pattern types 
(e.g. the homeometric straight-line-segment or circular-disc patterns of Ref. [7]) all notations give 
only a limited picture of patterns examined. As is the case for crystal structures, the efficiency of 
these notations can be high for simple cases but its power becomes progressively imited with 
increasing pattern (structure) complexity. 
As was stressed by Ref. [3], the choice of elements in any complex pattern (except for diaper 
patterns with a neutral background), can often be done in many ways. However, the patterns we 
study here were created by humans and meant for perception by humans. Certain brick elements 
were used to serve as clearly defined, eye-arresting elements and can be quite naturally used 
for the pattern classification. In the simplest brickwork patterns there is a natural element 
(elements)--a brick or bricks in several orientations and sizes. This convenient element 
(or elements) already recedes into the background for patterns of moderate complexity for 
which larger elements have to be defined. In all cases, the geometrical nd symmetrological 
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relationships of (diverse) elements, their adjacency onditions [7], must be studied as completely 
and many-sidedly as possible. 
There exists another way of classifying patterns, a way which does not necessarily require apriori 
definition of elements and explicit analysis of adjacency conditions or pattern types. In their 
entirety, patterns can form progressive (or incremental) series in which one end-member volves 
into another one via a finite or infinite number of intermediate patterns. This might be in many 
cases a practical answer to the otherwise formidable classification problems raised, e.g. by Ref. [10]. 
Moreover, this was often the way the artisans worked, creating new patterns by modifying the 
existing ones. The incremental or progressive series can be of various types according to the type 
of changes involved. The following categories apply to the subject of this study: 
The expansion-reduction series in which certain elements of the pattern expand in area and, as 
a consequence, in importance at the expense of other elements which become reduced in area and 
significance. This process may or may not entail reduction of symmetry (Fig. 3). The reduction 
in symmetry and/or change of unit mesh may take place when selective xpansion-reduction occurs 
in which only certain parts or some elements of the pattern are expanded or reduced whereas others 
remain unchanged. Symmetry and Wyckoff positions do not change in these series before end 
members are reached. In spite of this, more complex series can pass in their development through 
singular points in which some adjacency conditions change (e.g. Fig. 4.7.7, pattern series LPP 
42-15, 42-13 and 42-16 in Ref. [7]). A profound change in symmetry may take place when end 
members are reached so that the last vestiges of certain elements (motifs) become eliminated 
(Fig. 3). The choice of elements in a particular pattern of this category is neither subjective nor 
arbitrary but it follows from the comparison of adjacent patterns in the pattern progression. 
Often, element-expansion series (or, in the opposite progression, element-reduction series) can be 
defined, in which all elements remain unchanged except for one (or a group of more) which expands 
(or is reduced) in the consecutive members of the series (Fig. 4). 
The element-propagation or accretional series n which certain elements of the pattern propagate 
in number from the simplest end-member onwards, towards the potentially infinitely extensive 
end-member. The individual e ements do not change their shapes and sizes in the process, they just 








Fig. 3. Three xpansion-reduction series (b-c, d--e and f-g) derived from the brick pattern (a) (Art 
Nouveau, the Central Railway Station, Copenhagen a d depicted in Persian illustrated manuscripts, 
sixteenth century). Two members ofan intercalation series based on the same pattern (h: Art Nouveau, 
Blegdamsvej, Copenhagen, i: from various incomplete friezes). 
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Fig. 4. Three members of element-expansion series based on two sets of squares. Plane group P__4, Wyckoff 
positions a and _b (pattern type PP322). 
without limits (Fig. 5). Other patterns (Fig. 6) can only form limited series with only several 
members because a qualitative change takes place in them at a certain Nth homologue, caused by 
the geometry and relative size of elements involved. Patterns of this series can either be understood 
on the basis of the element-propagation principle or by applying the expansion-reduction principle 
and taking the expanding block as a whole. The accretional (or element-propagation) series is the 
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Fig. 5. Element-propagation (accretion) series with un- 
limited increments in one direction. Plane group p__22, con- 
stant elements urround positions a, incremental elements 
are in _e and for odd members also in b_. Pattern type PP7 
and 7**+ 8"; m = integer part of N/2; n = 2 (N/2-integer 
part of N/2). 
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Fig. 61 A limited (four-term) accretion series connected with 
adjustments in adjacency conditions. Plane group cram, un- 
changing elements are in positions d, incremental elements 
in e and for odd members also in b (pattern types PPI9 and 
19m+ 20n; m and n as in Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 7. Variable fit of horizontal nd vertical elements (1:4 
and 1:3, respectively). 
' i l l n  . . . .  
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Fig. 8. Ornamental brick pattern from the vault of cara- 
vanserai Ribat-i-Mahi [Khurasan, Iran; eleventh/twelfth 
century (?1154)]. The small-scale square design (follow the 
vertical bricks), ideally p4mm, isworked out in bricks as 
cram.  
principal type of series which is encompassed by the term homologous series in chemical 
crystallography. 
Symmetry groups do not vary throughout such series: all the elements involved in incremental 
accretion assume the same Wyckoff positions (pattern type) except for the central ones in the odd 
members of the series: these are in sites with higher local symmetry and lower multiplicity (Figs 
5 and 6). This also implies that all non-central incremental e ements have this, for their sites 
excessive, own symmetry. Accretional series can be complicated by making two adjacent, regularly 
alternating intervals with accretion into unequal homologues (i.e. with different numbers, N1 and 
N2, of incremental e ements). An appropriate change in unit mesh and symmetry will follow as a 
consequence. 
The variable-fit series n which m elements of the first kind progressively match with an increasing 
number n_ Of elements of the other kind. Alternatively, only one element may be present and edges 
of the first kind of m such elements will match with the edges of the other kind of_n such elements. 
In these series (progressions), the sizes and shapes (ratios of edge lengths) of elements necessarily 
change by smaller or larger increments. Simple progressions of matches (1:1, 1:2, 1:3, etc.) can 
occur but also complex matches uch as 25:30, 25:31, 25:32, etc., are possible as well (Fig. 7). 
In some instances (e.g. block patterns) this principle is combined with the accretional principle 
whereas others represent pure variable-fit cases. This case represents the other type of series 
encompassed bythe "homologous series" in crystallography. Symmetry elements of pure variable- 
fit patterns represent intersection of plane groups of the two components. 
The intercalation series in which additional elements are introduced between the original elements 
of the pattern. In this way, the pattern is expanded without expanding or reducing the original 
elements and the number of element ypes in it increases. The elements intercalated in the 
consecutive members of these series must differ in shape and/or size. The boundaries to the 
element-propagation series or to the element-expansion eries may be subtle if the elements 
intercalated are not sufficiently different from the existing ones. Examples of intercalation series 
are represented by the pair in Figs 8 and 9. 
The complication or simplification (or catamorphic) series represent the cases in which certain 
basic motifs are being progressively more and more (or less and less) complicated (i.e. undergo 
catamorphic changes [3, 11] by changing their shapes while preserving their position in the pattern 
and sometimes also preserving their role and/or fundamental outlines. Multiplicative catamorphy 
is the case when the shapes change in a quantitatively expressible way, e.g. in the number of their 
vertices [11] or morphological subunits (central elements in Figs 8 and 9). Metamorphic catamorphy 
or pattern metamorphosis is the case when the shapes do not change in an ennumerable or 
otherwise quantitative way. It represents "baroquization" (or debaroquization) of the pattern by 
complication or simplification of lines, attached ornamental e ements, etc. The Zapotec pattern in 
Fig. 10 represents baroquization product of simple zig-zag stripe pattern with symmetry pgg. 
Boundaries towards the intercalation series may be subtle in some cases, when one has to decide 
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Fig. 9. Flat brickwork pattern (p4mm) from the minaret of
the Malik Mosque, Kirman, Iran, late eleventh century. 
Horizontally oriented bricks between pattern elements 
(compare Fig. 8) have been omitted. The same pattern, 
accentuated in turquoise tiles, is on the minaret of the Jami 
Mosque, Niger, Iran (beginning of the thirteenth century). 
A number of complication-simplification, intercalation, 
omission as well as multiplication derivatives exist in arid 
Islamic lands. 
Fig. 10. Hook-and-step key ornament in relief, constructed 
from shaped stone elements. Zapotec religious centre at 
Mitla, Central Mexico (about 1200 A.D.). The raised 
and recessed ements are symmetry-equivalent, giving a 
dichroic plane group pgg'2'. 
what are newly introduced elements and what should be considered as parts of  the progressively 
altered old elements. Intercalat ion itself also represents a deep t ransformat ion of  the pattern; in 
fact it is a special case of  (element-) additive catamorphy (Fig. 11) on the level of  entire pattern. 
Symmetry and unit mesh (as well as pattern types) may remain preserved or may be variously 
altered in catamorphic  processes, leading both to isomorphic,  subgroup-  or even supergroup 
symmetries. 
a b 
Fig. 11. Tile mosaic (b) from Alhambra, Granada (Spain) (p__3) represents a derivative of the pattern (a) 
from Alcazar, Sevilla (Spain) (p6). Example of dement-additive catamorphy. 
I 
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Fig. 12. Fundamental pattern (a) of arcuated tiles, p4gm, and its omission ("fish-tile') derivatives: (b) the 
"herringbone" pattern ~g, (c) the parallel arrangement cm, (d) the antiparallel arrangement pmg and (e) 
the square arrangement p4. Pattern (a) is an omission derivative of a pattern of partly overlapping circles, 
p4mm. Modem Danish garden tiles. 
A special case of  catamorphic  series is represented by the omiss ion series in which certain parts 
(in the most obvious cases line segments) o f  the pattern are progressively omitted from it, leading 
to new patterns (i.e. omission derivatives) which cannot always be characterized as simpler or more 
complicated than the starting pattern. Changes in symmetry may or may not take place during the 
derivation by element omission. Combinat ion of  mission with other derivation mechanisms i very 
common.  Examples are in Figs 12 and 13. 
Fig. 13. Pattern of glazed bricks from the gates of the Khudoyar-Khans palace at Kokanda, central Asia, 
1871. Plane group p_4, PP32 (+ 41) or, for re~sscd portions, PP31, 41. An omission derivative of a square 
grid. 
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Fig. 14. The element-substitution series with a changing percentage of black elements. Three members of 
the series are shown; superstructures with plane group symmetry p4 were selected. 
An element-substitution series results when the pattern represents a regular array of identical 
elements, a steadily increasing percentage of which are replaced by another element. This process 
can also be visualized as colouring of selected elements. The substituted (i.e. coloured) elements 
are distributed regularly according to chosen selection rules and define supermesh (supercells) of 
the basic mesh. If the metric of supercells corresponds to that of basic mesh, tesselation series or 
progressions are formed the mesh of which can progressively rotate against he axes of the basic 
mesh as its size increases (i.e. the number of substituted elements decreases) (Fig. 14). Such cases 
are connected with symmetry reduction. 
Pattern reduction r partial oveTThrlap series present progressions of patterns in which adjacent 
portions of the pattern overlap to a variable extent on periodically spaced "reduction lines". The 
spacing of reduction lines and/or the length and/or even the direction (in respect to the orientation 
of reduction lines) of the vector of overlap (reduction) will vary throughout the series. Reduction 
brings elements into adjacency which otherwise were separated from each other by other elements. 
As a rule, some or all of the lines (elements, areas) of the pattern will be omitted in the zones of 
overlap, thus creating a new pattern, an omishsion derivative of the original overlapped patterns 
(Figs 15 and 16). This case in crystallography is known as crystallographic shear. Another type 
of partial overlap series can be described as preserving the same mesh and the same shape of all 
elements but the latter change progressively their size(s) and, as a corollary, the degree of their 
overlap increases or decreases throughout the series (Fig. 17 [10]). 
a b 
Fig. 15. Two Arabic mosaics from Bourgoin (1973). Pattern _b represents a partial-reduction derivative 
of pattern a. Zones of reduction are indicated in _a. 
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Fig. 16. Relief brickwork from caravanserai Ribat-i-Sharaf, Iran, which was constructed about 1120 and 
restored about 1154. A reduction derivative of a large-scale square pattern akin to that from Damghan 
and Simnan, Iran. Plane group p4mm with unit mesh oriented at 45 ° to that of the parent pattern, r 
denotes pattern stripes which were eliminated by reduction on planes/~. 
Affine series are obtained by progressive afline deformations of an initial pattern. Examples 
of affinely deformed patterns derived from the patterns of much higher (tetragonal) symmetry 
are in Figs 18 and 56. Related to these are pattern series in which only one or more elements 
undergo affine deformations whereas other elements remain unchanged, except for their rotation 
and shifts connected with the aftine changes of the former elements. These are "freely-hinged 
patterns" with the same linkage pattern (topology) of sturdy elements and their "hinge points" are 
preserved throughout he series. More complicated types of freely-hinged patterns allow more 
complex continuous transformations of selected elements, which can be classified under pattern 
metamorphosis (e.g. from hexagons via "ditrigons" into triangles). 
All these series can be defined in the strictest geometric sense, with only the relevant elements 
present hroughout each series. However, it is more appropriate to describe these series in practice 
by allowing for small additional ornaments, diverse practical solutions (e.g. openwork vs fiat, or 
incised brickwork) or for minor faults and deformations whenever it is obvious that the group of 
studied patterns was derived from the same underlying principles. This approach will be followed 
in the ensuing pattern description. 
Fig. 17. Simple partial overlap series based on squares (p4mm). 
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4. PLAIN BRICKWORK 
Stacking Notation vs Pattern Type 
Plain brickwork represents he basis from which the ornamental brick-laying developed. At the 
same time the plain brickwork--alongside with weaving and basketry--represents oneof the basic 
subconscious imprints of symmetry which become fixed in everybody's mind during early 
childhood [3]. 
In the plain brick patterns (called bonds among professionals), bricks are laid in horizontal 
sequences (courses). A typical brick represents a rectangular prism with the edge ratio 1:2:4. Other 
ratios have been used as well, e.g. 1:2:3 in the Etruscan and Islamic buildings [12]. The flat-tying 
brick with the longest edge horizontal in the wall face is called a stretcher; that with the longest 
dimension perpendicular to he wall face is a header [13]. In all functional brickwork definite 
geometric relationships exist between the consecutive bricks in the brickwork: headers can either 
cap a stretcher or they can cap a joint between two stretchers. The 1:2:4 stretchers in two 
consecutive courses must be offset by 1/2 or 1/4 (or 3/4) of their length. In the 1:2:3 brickwork, 
they can be offset by 1/3 or 2/3, the header being exchanged by a closer. 
Because of these relationships, a short-hand notation can be devised for brick stacking, 
somewhat analogous to that used in crystallography for the description of close packing of atoms 
in crystals (i.e. for the stacking of close-packed planes of atoms). Similar to crystallographic 
situations, it is complementary to the description by means of symmetry groups and relevant 
Wyckoff positions or by means of pattern types (Table 1). If stretchers are denoted by capital 
letters, headers can be denoted by lower-case l tters and other fractional widths of bricks by using 
subscripts. All bricks centered in one vertical column will be denoted by the same letter of alphabet, 
e.g. . . . .  A and a. Their translation analogues then can be primed, e.g. A, A', __,A" etc. 
The stretchers displaced by 1/2 of their length from the A position (i.e. centred on the joint 
between A and ,4') will be denoted by _B. Those displaced by 1/4 and 3/4 of the stretcher length 
are represented by __C and __D depending on the displacement direction considered as positive 
(Figs 19-22). Stretchers displaced by 1/3 and 2/3 of stretcher length can be ascribed letters E and 
F, etc. Headers will have the same notation (in lower-case l tters) as the stretchers (or in some cases 
imaginary stretchers) under which they are symmetrically placed. 
This notation must be applied to bricks in one course as well. Starting with the stretcher A, the 
stretcher after one intervening header is shifted by 1/2 of the full stretcher width against the 
hypothetical position A'. Thus, it represents the position B (primed if taken exactly). The 
intervening header itself lies symmetrically above the stretcher which must be denoted as __D from 
what was said above. Thus, the entire sequence is A&d&B&c&A', etc. [Fig. 20(c)]. Some more 
complicated cases were observed in which the simple notation (without primes) does not distinguish 
between stacking variants composed of the same course type. Exact usage of primed notation 
should suffice to remedy this situation. However, it can be replaced by indicating the symmetry 
and unit mesh of the pattern. 
The simplest bonds, the English bond and the Dutch bond, have stretchers and headers on sites 
of high symmetry (intersections of mirror planes) (Table 1, Fig. 19). In modern times, when the 
Table I. Plain brickwork 
Plane group Occupied Wyckoff Pattern 
Name of symmetry positions typet Stacking sequence 
English bond prom a, c, d PPl63 A-a&b-A--a&b 
Dutch bond cram a, d PP20, 19 A-a&b-B-a~b-A 
Plumb bond cram a PP20 A-B-A-B  
Oblique veneer p2 a PP8 A-C-B-D-A  
Stretcher veneer pmg c PP13 A-C-A-C  
Stretcher veneer pmg a, c PP 12, 13 A -C -B -A  
Monk bond pmg c 3 PP133 2A&d&2B&c- 
2C&a&2D&b 
Monk bond p2 a, e PP7, 8 2A&d&2B&c- 
2C&a&2D&b 
English garden style cram a, d 6 PPI96, 20 a&b-A -B -A -B-A-a&b-B  
tGr~nbaum and Sbephard's [7] pattern types. Superscript indicates number of distinct cases this position is 
occupied. 
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c d 
Fig. 19. Examples of simple brickwork. (a) The English bond, brick stacking sequence A-a&b-A-a&b-A, 
plane group prom. (b) The Dutch bond, brick stacking sequence A-a&b-B--a&b-A, plane group cram. 
(c) The Header bond, stacking sequence a-b-a-b, plane group cram. (d) An oblique brick stacking 
sequence of stretchers A-C-B-D-A  ", plane group p2. 
brickwork became a veneer of  constructions made of  other materials, brickwork composed of only 
stretchers assumed importance. The Plumb bond (Table 1) with the stacking sequence A-B-A-B  
occurs also in a variant composed of  only headers, the Header bond [Fig. 19(c)] a-b -a -b .  The other 
cases have stretchers displaced by 1/4 of  their width, either in a monoclinic pattern (p2) or in 
orthorhombic sequences A-C-A-C  or A-C-B-C-A  (both pgm)  [Figs 19(d) and 20(a)-(b)]. 
a b 
e d 
Fig. 20. Further examples of simple brickwork. (a) An orthorhombic stacking sequence of str tchers, 
A-C-A,  plane group gm. (b) The Stretcher bond with the sequence A-C-B-C-A  (pgm) and a stacking 
error. (c) The Flemish bond, brick stack sequence A&d&B&c-a&D&b&C, plane group cram. (d) The Monk 
bond, the brick stacking sequence 2A&d&2B&c-2C&a&2D&b, plane group pgm. 
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a 
Fig. 21. An oblique version of the Monk bond, 
2A&d&2B&c-2C&a&2D&b, plane group p_2_. Headers are 
accentuated by shading. Copenhagen, N~rre All& modern. 
b 
Fig. 22. (a) English garden style bond, brick stacking 
sequence a&b-A-B-A-B-A--a&b, plane group cram. (b) 
Headers-on-edge bond, plane group cram. 
More complicated bonds, e.g. the Flemish bond [Table 1, Fig. 20(c)], contain both stretchers and 
headers in the same course. The more complicated sequences of two stretchers and one header, 
the Monk bond, with the orthorhombic sequence pgm (Fig. 20) and a monoclinic alternative (p22 
(Fig. 21) can both be coded as 2,4&d&2B&c-2C&a&2D&b.  
In new world cities, such as Toronto and Montreal, the more complex "English garden style" 
with several (usually five) courses of stretchers intercalated by a simple row of headers (Table 1, 
Fig. 22), sometimes made more ornamental by arranging the headers vertically, is frequent. This 
does not complete the gamut of possible combinations, e.g. single courses A &d&B&c can intervene 
between several courses of pure stretchers, etc. 
5. ORNAMENTAL BRICKWORK TECHNIQUES 
Ornamental brickwork is mostly used as veneer for buildings (faqades), filling of spaces and as 
infilling of interspaces between the beams of half-timbered houses (so-called nogging). In most cases 
the bearing requirements are relaxed and the match not allowed in functional brickwork becomes 
possible. Bricks can be layed perpendicular to each other, horizontally, vertically or diagonally in 
the wall face. Joints can be accentuated in white or they may be left empty, i.e. dark in the rays 
of desert sun. Thick mortar can assume an active role in the creation of the pattern. White plaster 
plugs between bricks (common in Islamic architecture), marble, limestone or merely white-washed 
elements can be used in a number of ways. In the Islamic desert countries, blue-glazed bricks were 
used to contrast with the drab brown-yellow bulk of the walls. In newer times red and yellow (buff) 
bricks are used to create similar colour effects. 
A progression of more and more sophisticated and ornate techniques of pattern construction 
can be defined: 
(1) Flat ornamental brickwork based on unmodified bricks: individual bricks can be prominent 
or they may coalesce into larger elements. 
(2) Flat ornamental brickwork with (a part of) the bricks modified (clipped, rubbed, "gauged", 
ground or prepared in special molds). 
(3) Flat ornamental brickwork accentuated by partly filled joints (Fig. 23). 
(4) Relief brickwork and the rare brick openwork (Fig. 24). 
(5) Two-coloured brick patterns; stone slabs may be used to create the colour effect (Fig. 25). 
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Fig. 24, Relief brick pattern from the Kharraquan tomb tower, Iran 1067-1068. Two-dimensional 
extension of a rare hexagonal brickwork frieze. Archimedean tiling (3,4,6,4), plane group p~;  Wyckoff 
positions c, _b and a, i.e, pattern type PP49, 50 and 51 for polygons, positions eand d (pattern type PP47 
and 48B for linear elements. Compare with Fig. 26. 
(6) Cases transitional to tilings and mosaics with tiles of variable shape and size: periodic 
stonework close in character to brickwork (Fig. 26). 
Classification categories outlined in Section 3 sometimes coincide with and sometimes transcend 
these pattern types. In the following, several prominent pattern series will be illustrated and their 
symmetry, pattern-type combinations and classification will be discussed. 
Fig. 25. Two-coloured brick-and-marble pattern from the 
Great Mosque of Cordoba (gates built by AI Mansur, 
987 A.D.), Plane group p4mm; catamorphic relationships to
patterns in Fig. 23. 
Fig. 26. Relief in raised blue faience square tiles. 'Ala ad-Din 
tomb tower in Vararnin, Iran, 1289 A.D. (Mongol period). 
Syrnmetrological f cts as in Fig. 24. 
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Fig. 27. The herringbone bond, plane group p_g.g. The first 
member of an element-propagation series (see Fig. 28). 
Fig. 28. The second member of the herringbone-pattern 
series (plane group __gg). Replica of a historical house from 
sixteenth century, Hamburg. Peterstrasse, Carl-Toepfer 
Foundation; Art Nouveau, Main Railway Station, 
Col~nhagen. 
6. SELECTED PATTERN FAMILIES 
The herringbone pattern 
The herringbone pattern, opus spicatum, belongs to very old and widespread brick or stone 
patterns. It is found on Roman buildings and brick floors, in the old Zimbabwe ruins, in the walls 
of Romanesque buildings throughout Europe, Islandic turf walls or in the mud-cake walls of 
Slovak or Hungarian utilitarian village architecture. 
In its pure form, it displays ymmetry pgg with all bricks in the same special position a on 
two-fold axes (Fig. 27). Thus, the higher symmetry of bricks, 2mm, is excessive in this pattern and 
those modern pavements with sinusoidal bricks (brick symmetry 2_) have the same plane group p_g_g 
as the classical brickwork (all represent pattern type PP10). 
Element-propagation homologous series, with the same symmetry pgg, will be generated when 
individual bricks are replaced by stacks of two, three or more elements (bricks) (Fig. 28). The 
critical combination of bricks is achieved when the thickness of these stacks is equal to the brick 
width. This ituation results in a block pattern with symmetry p4gm. If stacking continues, increase 
in the number of stacked elements reverts the pattern to the symmetry pgg. 
The stacked elements represent in general cases Griinbaum and Shephard's PP9 (eventually 
repeated several times) which for odd numbers of the series combines with PP10. 
The herringbone pattern can be altered into a mirror-twinned one (pmg, PP12) when the 
interlocking ends of bricks are replaced by square elements (Fig. 29). On the other hand, its 
symmetry can be reduced either by making the two originally glide-related sides unequal (/~2, PP82) 
or by reducing the symmetry of a brick to m as in the case of the fish-tile pattern [Fig. 12(b), p_g, 
PP6]. A very interesting herringbone pattern with two brick sizes (Fig. 24, right-hand side) from 
Jork, Germany, has the space group unchanged, pgg, but one axis doubled. Consequently, two sets 
of special positions (a and b) on two-fold axes are occupied (PP102). Colouring of herringbone 
pattern will be treated separately. 
The herringbone pattern, which itself represents "unit-mesh twinning" of a plain brick pattern, 
can be easily twinned (Fig. 55) and in such a form it represents he fundamental element for creation 
of large-scale ornaments and inscriptions composed of multicoloured glazed bricks which are found 
on Iranian and Central Asian religious buildings and mausolea. 
The "interweaving pattern'" 
The interweaving pattern with symmetry p4gm is extremely widespread in ornamental rt, from 
ancient Egypt and Crete, through Greece, Islamic countries to half-timbered architecture of 
Northern Europe and North-Europe Art Nouveau. 
Basically, all its forms are composed of straight to curved segments, perpendicular to each other, 
and "vortices" based on four-fold axes. Two extreme versions exist: (1) The simple "interweaving" 
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Fig. 29. Triangular fields contain herringbone patterns with plane group symmetries ping and ggg, 
respectively, Central Jork, south of Hamburg, Germany. 
pattern with the straight portions (PP36) accentuated whereas the special positions a (PP34) on 
four-fold axes are reduced to simple squares (PP41). In this case, the pattern resembles plain 
weaving and plaiting patterns (Fig. 30). (2) Patterns with the vortex motifs worked out in detail 
as swastikas (PP32) or crosses (PP41). The straight elements and the elements on four-fold axes 
may be worked out as mutually isolated motifs or they may merely represent distinct portions of 
the same sinuous lines. Straight portions can be split into elements lying on and those parallel to 
m__ and even those lying in special positions _b (on intersections 2mm) can be separated from the 
rest of the pattern (Figs 31 and 32). 
Metamorphoses between the extremes of this pattern type can be considered continuous. They 
involve a number of possibilities: accretional homologous eries for the "linear" elements, 
metamorphic or multiplicative catamorphy for those elements that are in special portions on 
four-fold axes, expansion-reduction series as well as intercalation series. 
The simple interweaving pattern (Fig. 30) has bricks on m planes (i.e. 2mm intersections; PP36) 
and simple squares on four-fold positions (PP41 in lieu of PP34). An accretional homologous series 
with the single bricks multiplied into a stack of two, three, etc. parallel bricks exists (Fig. 33). This 
series at the same time represents an element-reduction series for the square elements in respect 
to the expanding rectangular ones. The limiting case is a block pattern with the square elements 
eliminated. 
The version with visually accentuated four-fold rotational symmetry dates back to painted 
ornament in old Egypt (Fig. 48 in Ref. [3]). The straight-line intervals preferably do not coalesce 
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Fig. 30. The simplest member of the family of "interweaved" brick patterns from Jork, near Hamburg, 
West Germany; red and white bricks with whitewashed joins. Plane groupp4gm. (Also n historical to 
pseudohistorical and Art Nouveau buildings, e.g. City Hall, Copenhagen.) 
(PP35). They lie parallel to one system of  reflection planes, straddling the other m system 
(Figs 31-33). Additional ornamental elements may be introduced (centred on 2mm intersections) 
and the existing ones baroquized leading to very complicated results (Figs 32 and 34). Selective 
reduction of  the original elements yields patterns as in Fig. 35. A rare dichroic form of  such pattern 
is in Ref. [3], Fig. 13. These two patterns are related to each other via only minor selective 
expansion/reduction f  some portions although they came from the opposite poles of  the Islamic 
world and are separated by several centuries. 
Fig. 31. Marble-and-brick ornament from the portals of El Hakam (961 A.D.), The Great Mosque of 
Cordoba, Spain. Plane group 4gm. The foliation pattern on the triangular limestone blocks was omitted. 
Catamorphic relat~hips to the ornaments in F g. 30 and following figures. 
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Fig. 33. The second member of the homologous series of "interweaved patterns" from the half-timbered 
Portau House (and elsewhere) at Jork, near Hamburg (seventeenth century). For given brick dimensions 
third and fourth (final) members exist. Plane group p4gm. 
Another dichroic example of this pattern (p4"gm') with dichroic swastikas was designed by 
Woods (1935-1936) [14, Fig. 1]. The bar-and-cross pattern in Fig. 36 is intermediate b tween the 
two extremes of this catamorphic series, with both elements playing a balanced visual role. 
Given the popularity of "interweaving patterns", the universal strict adherence to the original 
plane group p4gm is remarkable. What cases of symmetry reduction have we observed? They are 
just a few: a relief brickwork pattern from eleventh century Iran (Fig. 37), very similar in details 
to the pattern from Cordoba (Fig. 31) has symmetry pgg (not observed by Ref. [I0] for Islamic 
patterns!). It was produced by conscious omission of horizontal arms of all swastikas in the pattern. 
It is an omission derivative (PP34 altered into PP18). For technical reasons patterns like the one 
in Fig. 36 become asily affinely deformed into unintentional pgz versions. A conscious version of 
this type is shown in Fig. 56 and in carved or painted forms it profusely occurs in Chinese, Japanese 
and Celtic patterns. Finally, selective element expansion and reduction led to the pattern in 
Fig. 38. 
The rotated-block pattern 
This is one of the simplest and most universal nogging patterns. A combined, variable-fit and 
accretional series exists with the homologues differing in the brick thickness to length ratio; 
homologues with 2, 3, 4 or more bricks per one square block exist. Symmetry isp4gm. In the odd 
members, the central brick lies on 2mm (PP36) while all the other bricks straddle one system of 
m planes only (PP35). There are no elements positioned on four-fold axes (Fig. 39). 
The block pattern also represents he common end-member of the multiple-stack herringbone 
series (Fig. 28) and of the interweaving series (Fig. 33) as well as of selective xpansion-reduction 
series [Fig. 3(d,e)]. Separate white elements may be introduced on 2mm intersections. 
Symmetry reduction of block patterns to ~ will occur for sinusoidal or fish-bone bricks 
[Fig. 12(e)]. Symmetry-reduced v rsions with normal bricks are rare. In Fig. 40, bricks of length 
insufficient to construct four-layer square blocks were supplemented byornamental, glide-related 
square elements. Unfortunately, the masons failed to produce periodic nogging patterns o that 
the p22 pattern reproduced here had to be idealized from their aperiodic reations. Patterns uch 
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Fig. 34. Raised decorative brick pattern from the minaret of the Kalan Mosque in Bukhara (I 127, the 
Seljuk era). Plane group p4gm. One of the common patterns in Islamic art (e.g. the Biijiik Madrasa, 
Konya, Turkey, 1251, as a stone relief) or as a more complicated derivative, e.g. onTamerlan's Palace 
Ak-sarai n Shahrisabz, Central Asia, 1380-1405. 
as the last example in Fig. 6, can be considered as rectangular block designs (symmetry cmm) 
similar to the present square category. 
Large-scale square patterns 
Patterns of  this family were widely used in various catamorphic  varieties in many parts  of  Islamic 
world. They exist in two basic forms: (a) as a flat br ickwork,  eventual ly adorned with some 
openings to enhance selected lines and points; (b) patterns of  raised bricks, oriented in all directions 
on recessed background or two-coloured, marble and brick patterns. 
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Fig. 35. Marble-and-brickwork pattern from the eastern gates of the Great Mosque of Cordoba built 
under AI Mansur (987 A.D.). Plane group p4gm. 
The flat-brick versions, apparently the original form of these patterns, represent in principle 
herringbone pattern twinned on two systems of planes perpendicular toeach other (Figs 8 and 9). 
These patterns only rarely come out with square symmetry (Figs 9 and 23); most of them are 
orthorhombic, ram (Fig. 8) or even prom. In these, the two sets of twin (mirror) planes are applied 
with somewhat different frequencies. Increasing this difference, the obvious relationship of such 
patterns to perfect square patterns can disappear (Fig. 55). 
The pattern i  Fig. 9 allows definition of fundamental e ements for this category in its ideal, 
p4mm form. Wyckoff positions a (0, 0) are occupied by brick crosses engulfed by serrated 
Fig. 36. Light-and-shadow accentuated brick pattern from the facade of the ruined I1 Khamid Mosque 
at Haftshuya, early fourteenth century, plane group p4gm. Catamorphic relationships to the patterns in 
Fig. 30 and the following. 
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Fig. 37. Relief brickwork pattern from an eleventh century S¢ljuk tomb at Quarraquan, Iran. Plane group 
p_gg as an omission derivative (in the swastikas) of the pattern with symmetry p4gm (Fig. 31). 
Fig. 38. Selective xpansion-reduction variant of the pattern from Fig. 30; plane group symmetry reduced 
to p__.m_g. Portau House, Jork, near Hamburg, West Germany. 
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Fig. 39. Ornamental nogging, infilling and pavement block pattern with plane group p4gm. End-member 
of the expansion-reduction series of interweaved and stacked herringbone patterns. 
brickwork squares, positions (b) (1/2, 1/2) by crosses, whereas positions _c (1/2, 0) by extended 
"knots". The background stripes, paired around planes (10) placed at x = 1/2 of square mesh are 
in Fig. 23 decomposed into segments on _d (x, 0) and decorative openings on _f (x, x). 
In the other category, the same elements can be discerned although the freedom in their 
application and relationships naturally is much greater. Closest to the above "original" 
configuration is the configuration which can be traced in the "original" square (its edge indicated 
by a) in the reduction-derivative pattern in Fig. 16. In Fig. 25, besides altered shapes of some 
elements, the previously important boundary elements positioned on Wyckoff positions d are 
reduced to zig-zag lines. "Knots" on c are replaced by their duals, i.e. by strings of corner-sharing 
squares in Fig. 25 and partly also in Fig. 16. 
This family represents a typical catamorphic tree of relationships, so varied that only some of 
them can be mentioned here. In spite of all catamorphic hanges, the kinship of all these patterns 
remains obvious. If the departures from square symmetry p4mm in the outstanding example are 
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Fig. 40. Block pattern with symmetry p2. Idealized nop~ing from a guild house (1577 A.D.) from Goslar, 
West Germany. 
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ignored, the lowermost member of the complication series consists of only cross-and-square 
elements positioned on _a and divided by "background zones" (10) of square mesh (at x = 1/2), 
i.e. PP412 (and 40). Introduction of "knots" on positions c entails creation of crosses on b 
(Fig. 9) with additional optional elements on f and it also produces plitting of zones (10) into 
elements on _d (Fig. 23). The combination of pattern types present become PP412÷ ~, 40, 38~2) + 39, 
i.e. simple intercalation has greatly enriched the gamut of pattern types discernible. 
The appearance of duals to the knots in Wyckoff position c, reduction of stripes on _d into zig-zag 
lines, coalescence of elements on fw i th  those on b (Fig. 25), change and engulfment of the latter 
by new elements as well as varying size ratios of crosses and serrated squares on a--al l  represent 
examples of pattern metamorphosis. Multiplicative catamorphy in these patterns derives from the 
multiplicity of brick stacks (or of imaginary stacks of squares) that form individual elements of 
these patterns. This multiplicity varies independently from the type or number of intercalated 
elements present in the pattern. For example, the squares on position _a have their edge-serration 
composed of 2, 3, 4 or 5 elements or the "knots" on _c have 3 to 5 subunits. 
Finally, at least the raised and two-coloured patterns can be understood as omission derivatives 
of multiple square patterns p4mm with nested squares of several sizes positioned in Wyckoff 
positions _a and b; the process of line omission is combined for two-coloured patterns with the use 
of antiphase boundaries (Fig. 25). The number of squares, ratios of their sizes as well as ratios of 
their edge lengths to the unit mesh size vary between patterns. All these variations take place on 
a background of a small-square grid which underlies all of these patterns. 
7. COLOURED PATTERNS 
The beauty and distinctiveness of ornamental brick patterns can be heightened by the 
introduction of two sets of differently coloured bricks, usually red and yellow or red and white. 
Perfect colouring [7] is rarely achieved--and rarely intended in brick patterns. The reasons are 
manifold: the patterns may be technically difficult, they may require more intellectual effort, bricks 
of more than two colours or also of more complex shapes. Often artists created entire families 
of splendid patterns from bricks of two colours without using, and without thinking in terms of, 
antisymmetry. Finally, in the simple brickwork (plane groups cmm, prom, pmg and pgg) all bricks, 
headers and stretchers, lie only in special positions and preclude those colouring schemes which 
require the presence of elements in general positions. 
In the Dutch bond[Fig. 19(b)] stretchers lie in the special positions a on intersections 2mm (PP20) 
whereas headers lie in e on m__ and glide planes (PP19). The only translationengleiche dichroic group 
possible is pcmm (Fig. 41). Should black and white stretchers alternate in every course, 
antisymmetry groups pb'2 and pb.mg will result. All groups with antireflections are excluded. 
Another frequent approach to the colouring of Dutch bond involves picking out every n th course 
of stretchers (or headers) by colouring it differently from the rest of the masonry. Colourings with 
two or more coloured courses will not be examined here. 





Fig. 42. Stripe-coloured Dutch bond from various buildings in Copenhagen a d elsewhere. New unit mesh 
is indicated. Plane groups (a) cmm, (b) cmm. 
Colouring every second course [Fig. 42(a)] will leave the symmetry unchanged, cmm. Alternation 
of two uncoloured and one coloured course leads to cmm with a large unit cell [Fig. 42(b)]. Leaving 
three uncoloured courses results in prom, unless the adjacent headers are appropriately coloured 
as well (Fig. 41); four uncoloured courses produce a still larger unit cell with cmm, etc. To 
summarize, when the colouration has period na'  equal to 1 (mod 2) a', where a'  is the periodicity 
of the underlying Dutch bond, single-stripe colouring yields centred cells with _a = 2na' .  If the 
colouration has a period 2 (mod 2), primitive cells result with a = na' .  Finally, if the colouration 
period n = 1.5 (mod 1), centred cells with a = 4na '  are formed in which alternatively the stretcher 
and the header courses become coloured. 
The resulting uncoloured symmetry represents the intersection of symmetry and translation 
elements of the stripe pattern with the symmetry group smm (line pattern PC4 in Ref. [7]) which 
has incrementally increasing periodicity a, with those of the fundamental brick pattern (cram). 
These patterns are best treated as stripe patterns, forgetting the underlying brickwork. Un- 
doubtedly this was the way they were understood by their builders. Cases with two courses thick 
coloured stripes lack internal mirror symmetry in each stripe (they consist of one header and one 
stretcher course). They potentially produce two different stripe groups, s lm and smm in our 
orientation. 
Herringbone pattern has underlying symmetry pg.q with all bricks in special positions on two-fold 
axes, precluding such colouring schemes as peg'. Figure 43 represents pg 'g '  whereas Fig. 44(a) 
represents pgg,  a maximal isomorphic subgroup of lowest index of the original plane group, with 
the tripled _a axis. An attempt o colour the herringbone pattern using doubled a axis yields pa, g 










Fig. 44. Coioured herringbone tile patterns. Plane groups (a) pgg (subway station in Toronto), (b) pg, 
(e) p~g. 
[Fig. 44(c)] from which an omission derivative pgg with quadrupled a axis as well as further patterns 
with symmetry ~2 can be derived. Again, it is relatively easy to obtain uncoloured supereells and 
subgroups but only a limited number of dichroic groups. 
Colouring of the two-brick block patterns (Fig. 39) with symmetry p4gm leads to dichroic plane 
groups ~ and pgg" (Fig. 45). Colouring p4'mg" reminds one of a simple two-coloured 
chess-board pattern. 
Colour accentuation of North German patterns by white square elements in special positions 
(Figs 30 and 46) usually does not change the original plane group of symmetry. However, in Fig. 
47, the colouring of clustered squares (in general positions) leads to the dichroic plane group 
p4"m'm. The other elements of this pattern, positioned on m_~' and 4' represent "grey" special 
positions. 
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Fig. 45. Coloured block patterns. (a) pc_._44 from Tivoli Gardens, Copenhagen; (b)pgg'. 
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Fig. 46. Red-and-white decorative brick pattern from a nogging panel of the Portau House, Jork, near 
Hamburg, West Germany (seventeenth century). Plane group p4mm. 
Colouring of brickwork often produces typical element-substitution series. If we outline the 
primitive pseudosquare (diamond) cell in Fig. 48, its edges can be enlarged two, three or more times 
by omitting the intervening dark crosses. Similar series can be based on English bond (Fig. 49). 
Expanding only the vertical axis by its integer multiples, imilar centred patterns can be obtained, 
whereas other multiples give only primitive patterns. 
Fig. 47. Ornamental brickwork in red and white with whitewashed joins. Portau House, Jork near 
Hamburg, seventeenth century. Dichroic plane group p4'm'm. 
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Fig. 48. Pseudotetragonal pattern (plane group cmm) 
obtained by colouring of the Flemish bond. Solvgade, 
Copenhagen (modern). 
Fig. 49. Pseudohexagonal p ttern (plane group cram) ob- 
tained by colouring of the English bond. A magnificent 
double-brick form adorns the Kalta Minar minaret 0850) 
in Khiva, central Asia. It has been applied in several 
alternating dark-on-light and light-on-dark versions. 
The nicest corpus of two-coloured patterns consists of the red and white brick-and-marble 
ornaments of the Great Mosque of Cordoba, Spain. This magnificent collection deserves a separate 
treatment. 
8. ORDER-DISORDER (OD)  PHENOMENA AND TWINNING 
If local adjacency or neighbourhood conditions between one element (usually a band) of the 
pattern and the adjacent such element (band) are well defined but they fail to determine 
unambiguously the position of the third (and, as a consequence, also of the fourth, fifth, etc.) 
element (band) in respect o the first one, a disordered pattern can result instead of a strictly ordered 
one. This general definition and its implications can best be explained using the pair of brick 
patterns in Fig. 50. 
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Fig. 50. OD in banded patterns. (a) Band group prom2 of an individual band and the interband symmetry 
elements (local two-fold axes and glide planes). (b, c -~wo maximally ordered patterns produced from such 
band pairs: (b) p2 and (c) ping (Art Nouveau, Vognmagergade, Copenhagen). 
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Fig. 51. Second member of the ping series. Red bricks with whitewashed joints. Vicarage at Notmark, 
Als, Denmark (about 1688). 
These patterns can be divided into bands two bricks high, each with band symmetry group 
prom 2. This high symmetry is not reflected in the band-to-band relationship: besides the translation 
with the horizontal component of only 1/3 of horizontal periodicity, two adjacent bands are related 
by two-fold rotation axes and vertical glide planes [Fig. 50(a)]. The presence of vertical reflection 
planes in each band allows two equivalent positions for the vertically standing headers to the right 
[Fig. 50(b)] or to the left of such a header immediately above them. It means that two fully eqivalent 
positions are allowed for each consecutive band in respect o its immediate neighbour. 
This situation allows construction ofcompletely disordered patterns, with no periodicity in band 
stacking. Such patterns would not be aesthetically appealing and masons always choose the 
periodical, ordered variants instead. 
The two ordered versions with the shortest periodicities of band stacking are called maximally 
ordered patterns [Figs 50 (b) and (c)]. The case sub (b) represents the stacking version which 
can be described as the right-right-.., shifts (or left-left-.., shifts) whereas ub (c) contains a 
right-left-right-left sequence instead. Comparison of Figs 50(a)-(c) shows that the version (b), 
plane group p_22, preserves only a certain selection of symmetry elements from the band group and 
from the interband relationship whereas sub (c), pmg, preserves another selection of these lements. 
In both cases the preserved elements change from band-group or local elements into generally valid 
ones. An infinite number of ordered stacking sequences with more complicated right-left shift 
sequences are possible besides the two maximally ordered ones. 
In the case presented here, both maximally ordered patterns each give rise to a homologous 
series. For the second members of these series we have real examples: the p22 version adorns 
brick-paved sidewalks in the old city of Aachen [Fig. 5(b)], whereas the pgm version is found as 
ornamental nogging on the walls of the old vicarage at Notmark on the peninsula of Als, Southern 
Jutland, Denmark (Fig. 51). Both of them are found in the brick-paved paths of the University 
of Western Australia in Perth. 
The pattern in Fig. 52 again has horizontal bands with symmetry pmm2. They are limited by 
two horizontal uninterrupted courses of bricks. The local four-fold axes of Greek crosses are not 
utilized in band or plane symmetry although they definitely strike the eye of the beholder. 
Interband translations and symmetry elements are the same as in the previous example as are 
also the plane groups, p2 and ping, of the two resulting maximally ordered patterns. The original 
frieze was only two band widths high, missing the opportunity to develop fully the potential OD 
relationships. 
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In Fig. 53, the raised "embroidery" pattern consists of strips which run diagonally and display 
band symmetry pm 11. The only relationships between two adjacent stripes are (1) the translation 
with the parallel component equal to 1/4 of band periodicity and (2) partial glide planes 
perpendicular to it. If we select he filled rectangle as the reference lement, the "tail" in the next 
stripe can be attached below its left (Fig. 53) or right-hand lower corner. The resulting stacking 
of rectangles i  right-right-... (Fig. 53) or right-left-right-... (not utilized by the artists) with 
respective plane groups ~ and p_g. 
OD phenomena for the pair of simple bonds, the English and Dutch bond [Figs 19(a) and (b)], 
result from the fact that the periodicity of the course of headers is half of that of the courses of 
stretchers above and below it. Thus, either a stretcher or a join of two stretchers can lie with equal 
probability over any of the headers. Two maximally ordered versions are simply the above two 
bonds (Table 1). All the symmetry elements of a single stretcher course, band group prom 2, become 
incorporated into these plain groups whereas different selections of symmetry elements of the 
header course, with the same band group, are employed in the two cases. 
Contrary to this example, the Monk bond (Fig. 20) and its oblique version (Fig. 21) as well as 
the Stretcher bond pair based on the stretcher offset of 1/4 length [Figs 19(d) and 20(a)], are based 
on the same position-ambiguity principle as for the preceeding complex ornamental patterns. A 
more complex ordered pattern from a potential OD family comes from the medieval fortifications 
of Tangermiinde, East Germany (Fig. 54). It envelopes the entire tower at he city gate without 
a stacking fault! However, the lower parts of the tower and the gate are enveloped by the oblique 
(i.e. spiralling) version of the same pattern, p2. 
Because of the simple length:width:thickness ratios for bricks and the simple ratios of brick 
dimensions to the magnitudes of brick displacement, brick patterns are eminently suited for 
twinning, i.e. reflection or glide-reflection of the original pattern on newly inserted planes of 
symmetry. In this process of reflection (or glide-reflection) some pattern directions become altered 
and the reflected pattern meets the original one along certain composition (or contact) lines. 
Another twinning mechanism is represented by rotation of the pattern around a single n-fold 
axis and joining of rotated segments on composition planes. The two types of twinning are often 
combined, yielding complex, multiply-twinned patterns with point-group symmetry, such as mm 2 
or 4mm. As in crystal structures, the reflection plane often is in such cases substituted by a glide 
reflection plane; the point group of the twin then represents a large-scale approximation of the true, 
detailed situation. 
If the twin elements, especially the reflection or glide-reflection planes, are applied periodically 
at short intervals, a new pattern with periodicity longer than before is created by the so-called 
twinning on unit-mesh scale. In Fig. 55, the first glide-plane twinning applied as frequently as 
possible, creates a herringbone pattern. This pattern is in turn twinned on regularly spaced vertical 
mirror planes. In the upper portion of the minaret this pattern is again twinned on periodical 
horizontal mirror planes, situated five horizontal brick courses apart, resulting in a pattern of 
vertically stacked lozenges. 
Often a close relationship exists between twinning on unit-cell scale and the presence of stacking 
OD. For example, the zig-zag pattern in Fig. 54 and the spiral pattern from the same tower can 
be interpreted ither as two maximally ordered stacking sequences or the first one (pmg) represents 
a mirror-twinned version of the latter one (p__2) with twin planes ix courses apart. 
9. AFFINE AND OTHER TRANSFORMATIONS 
The exact metrics of brick patterns will always depend on the dimensions of bricks and the 
thickness of the mortar-filled joins. Thus, a tetragonal pattern designed for certain ratios of brick 
dimensions will be affinely deformed to orthorhombic f other type of bricks (or thickness of mortar 
layers) is used. For example, the tetragonal pattern, p4gm in Fig. 36 was abstracted from such a 
slight deformation. Naturally, from such experiences arose the idea to consciously exploit such 
transformations (Figs 18 and 56). 
Projective-perspective transformations can be achieved only by special prefabrication of bricks 
and notable examples appear to be absent. Therefore, it is tantalizing to find such red-and-white 
brick patterns, worked out in all variants, from complete lack of understanding of perspective, 
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Fig. 54. Zig-zag brickwork pattern accentuated by dark-glazed headers. Plane group mg, stacking 
notation A&d&B' with the first element undergoing a sequence A-C-B-D-A'--C'-B'-reversat to A. A 
member of a potential OD family. Tangermiinde (Germany), Neust.~dter Tor, about 1440. 
through false perspective in which the periodicity in the receding direction is not reduced, to perfect 
perspective, in the lintel "key-stones" of the gates in the youngest portions of the Great Mosque 
of Cordoba. Were the latter well-understood examples made by the original Arabic artists or were 
they inserted only by the nineteenth century (or earlier) restorers? 
10. CASE STUDY 1 
The Great Mosque of Cordoba, Spain 
The Great Mosque of Cordoba (La Mezquita Aljama de C6rdoba) was built in four stages by 
the founder of the Iberian Omayyad ynasty and his successors. The first part, built by Abdu'r 
Rahman I in 785, was doubled by Abdu'r Rahman II in 848, and tripled by E1 Hakam II in 961, 
extending further and further in the SW direction. In 987 AI Mansur nearly doubled the area, 
adding several new aisles on the NE side of the previous mosque. 
The red-and-white brick-and-marble o naments which concern us here are primarily found in 
the magnificent portals of the gates constructed under El Hakam II in the SW corner of the mosque 
and under A1 Mansur along the NE front of the new portions built during his rule. Several portals 
in the older parts of the mosque contain these ornaments as well. Especially the older portals have 
been rebuilt several times, the last time during the Late Gothic and Plateresque periods. The 
majority of portals were carefully restored by V. Bosco and M. Inurria during a number of years 
prior to 1914 [15, 16]. Although very interesting as examples of band groups, similarity and 
catamorphy, the omnipresent carved limestone ornaments are outside the scope of this paper. 
The white-and-red, marble-and-brick ornament of the Mosque can be divided into three groups: 
(1) panels with two-dimensional patterns above gates and windows (Fig. 57); 
(2) straight framing bands (Fig. 2); 
(3) patterns in the "key stones" of the flat lintels above the gates (Fig. 58). 
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Fig. 55. Flat ornamental brick patterns from the Firuzabad minaret, Iran, early twelfth century (slightly 
simplified). The herringbone pattern in the bottom part is twinned into a zig-zag pattern (plane group 
pgm) and istwinned again in the upper part into a diaper pattern cram. Shading of horizontal bricks was 
added by us. 
In category (1) a small number of eye-attracting elements heavily predominate: swastikas, 
"centred squares" and the coalesced pairs of such squares, the other elements being used less 
frequently. The combined swastika and centred-square ornaments are constructed on a square 
submesh which is filled by them in different sequences (Figs 59--61). Among these substitution 
variants both the chequerboard and the simple striped filling schemes are used. On the other hand, 
all these patterns represent members of one element-propagation series, in which the large square 
elements become separated by one, two or three black lines (stripes) interspaced with white stripe 
segments and a corresponding number of small white square elements. In the best ornaments, ome 
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Fig. 56. Affine transformation of the ideal interweaved pattern from Fig. 36 (p4gm--~p_gg) together with 
expansion of recessed interspaces. Designed by J. Tom,is. 
parts of the black lines have been omitted in order to conform with the symmetry of inserted 
elements (Figs 60 and 61). They represent omission derivatives of respective homologues with 
complete square lattices (like the one in Fig. 59). No reliable cases with two opposing orientations 
of swastikas in the same pattern of this category have been found and the existing cases apparently 
represent errors (Fig. 59; original to Fig. 61). 
In this family, the grid with only centred squares present displays the highest symmetry, p4mm. 
The symmetry of the swastika nd centred-square patterns with the checkerboard arrangement is 
reduced to p44 (Figs 60 and 61). Patterns with swastikas and squares arranged in rows have 
symmetry lowered to p22 although they keep their square metrics. The coalesced centred squares 
(Fig. 57) reduce the pattern symmetry to rectangular, cmm. 
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Fig. 57. Double square ornament based on square grid; symmetrycram. Portal built under AI Mansur 
(987). The window openwork (p4gm) is related to patterns in Figs 31 and 35. 
In agreement with their high-symmetry origins, the checkerboard square elements represent 
PP41; the small white squares and their simple interconnecting segments in the original grid without 
omissions represent PP41 and PP40 but with shorter translations between them. In orientationally 
well-defined cases, swastikas represent PP32. The entire patterns are easier to classify in terms of 
Fig. 58. Perspective-projective transformation of frieze patterns inornamental "key-stones". Gates of AI 
Mansur (987). 
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Fig. 59. Marble-and-brick patterns from the portal of AI Mansur. The left-hand field represents econd 
member of element-propagation series of tetragonal square-and-swastika ornaments, without omissions 
on intercalated lines. Plane group p4, with errors. 
white elements: PP41, 32 and 30 for Fig. 60 and PP41, 32, 302 and 38 for Fig. 61. Thus, a number 
of elements have their own symmetries higher than prescribed by their site symmetries in the plane 
group p4. 
Several other patterns are based on the same visual elements as the previous family. The 
large-scale square pattern (Fig. 25), the lowest member of the multiplicative catamorphic series 
described in Section 6 has been used repeatedly on the wall panels of the Mosque (Fig. 59). Figure 
62 represents a fine example of pattern-reduction process. It is based on a simple square grid filled 
by centred squares (p4mm). Planes of partial overlap and reduction represent planes (110) of 
square mesh; they are spaced 3_d (110) apart and the overlap vector in each plane is d (110). Minor 
omissions were used to enhance the resulting configurations, plane group prom. 
Fig. 60. Marble-and-brick pattern (plane group p44) from the 
portal of El Hakam II. An omission variant of the lowest 
member of the element-propagation series of tetragonal 
square-and-swastika ornaments from this mosque. 
Fig. 61. Marble-and-brick ornament form the portal of E1 
Hakam II. Plane group p4. An omission variant of the third 
member of the element-propagation series of square-and- 
swastika ornaments (Figs 59 and 60). Similarity to the Art 
Nouveau brick ornament in Fig. 3(a) suggests possible 
sources of inspiration. Original panel contains periodicity 
faults. 
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Fig. 62. Marble-and-brickwork pattern from the side win- 
dow of the portal of E1 Hakam II. Plane group pram2. A 
partial-overlap derivative from the simple tetragonal pattern 
with centred squares. 
Fig. 63. Brick-and-marble pattern from the inner tympanum 
of small gates in the southern corner of Abd'al Rahman II's 
part of the Great Mosque. Plane group p4. 
Three distinct modifications of "interweaving" patterns (p4gm) occur, spanning nearly the entire 
spectrum of the patterns discussed in Section 6 (Figs 30, 31 and 35). A magnificent intercalation 
derivative of a simple, two-dimensionally interconnected meander pattern in Fig. 63 has plane 
group symmetry p4 with symmetry-excessive nested squares on the one set of four-fold positions 
(pattern types PP32, 415, 31 and 302; in red only: PP32, 412). 
The cmm pattern in Fig. 64 allows several interpretations, for example as an omission derivative 
of rows of paired squares or as a "freely hinged" pattern akin to that in Fig. 8. Only one panel 
of specially molded elements (tiles) was recorded (p4mm), composed of four- and eight-fold stars. 
The recently published sketches of Inurria [16] suggest that a number of patterns were lost forever. 
Only one of them, p4gm, was found in a fragment large enough to allow full reconstruction (Fig. 36 
in Ref. [16]). 
In spite of their lively two-coloured appearance, all patterns in the Great Mosque at Cordoba 
represent uncoloured plane groups. The only recorded exception is a simple serrate (i.e. zig-zag) 
motif, with white and red stripes alternating, giving the dichroic group po, gm. 
Fig. 64. Marble-and-brickwork pattern from the gate of San Miguel (possibly installed when rebuilt by 
El Hakam II). Plane group cmrn. 
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Table 2. Approximate statistics for plane groups used in selected brickwork and mosaics 
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Space group incidence (in rounded-off percents) 
Type, locality 
or region pl p2 pm pg cm pmm pmg pgg cram p4 p4mm p4gm p3 p3ml p31m p6 p6mm Obs 
Plain brickwork 20 10 30 40 10 
(Western) 
Grand Mosque 5 11 5 15 21 21 21 19 
of Cordoba 
Village of 10 19 14 10 19 29 21 
Jork. Germany 
Islamic mosaics 0.5 6 1 15 32 3 1 3 39 200 
(the Bourgoin 
collection [1]) 
"Obs" describes number of distinct patterns studied. 
Among the one-dimensional ornaments, many can be classified as stripes cut out from 
two-dimensional ornaments [e.g. Figs 2(a) and (b)]. Especially around the gates of E1 Hakam II, 
diaper ornaments of red and white bricks based on square symmetry p4gm are typical. They have 
been altered into rectangular ones, cram, and even pmm by minor modifications. Two modifications 
often occur in the same frame, in its horizontal and vertical portions. Untransformed or properly 
perspectively transformed (Fig. 58) they occur in the keystones of the lintels, accompanied byother 
ornaments. 
One-dimensional ornament in Fig. 2(d) is based on "centred" squares which were used profusely 
in the two-dimensional ornaments. The version i  Fig. 2(c) can be obtained by its reduction to one 
half on regularly spaced planes of overlap. Restoration to Fig. 2(d) can proceed by unit-cell twining 
of the reduced version on mirror planes perpendicular to the axis of the pattern. 
The ornamental "keystones" of the lintels display a variety of patterns. A part of them represent 
clear cut-outs from two-dimensional ornaments whereas others are clear one-dimensional (frieze) 
patterns, as in Figs 2(c) and 58. Their variable treatment has been discussed in Section 9. 
In general in the red-and-white brick ornaments from the Great Mosque of Cordoba: 
(1) The choice of plane groups of symmetry is quite limited (Table 2). Often, for lower symmetries 
pseudotetragonal metrics are used. All the patterns are described by uncoloured plane groups; only 
one serrate striped pattern has dichroic symmetry. 
(2) In the majority of cases the patterns are easily legible, with clearly discernible ye-attracting 
elements positioned on axes of symmetry. The point-group symmetry of these elements complies 
with, or exceeds, the local symmetry of the pattern. Only rarely [Figs 2(b) and 35] is the viewer 
forced to analyse the pattern. Selection of elements i limited to several basic types in the majority 
of patterns. Most of the patterns belong to only several series and are interrelated in them by 
accretion, substitution, intercalation, expansion-reduction, complication and omission. 
(3) Combination of axial patterns (e.g. ~ with the reflection-based ones (e.g. p4mm) in one 
set of panels above a single gate, or of such elements in a single pattern (e.g. swastikas with the 
point-group symmetry 4 and "centred" squares, point group symmetry 4mm) causes an internal 
tension in them, which is augmented by their colour play as well as by the contrast of their strict 
rectilinear character with the curvilinearity of the floral motifs on the intervening, buff-grey carved 
panels. 
11. CASE STUDY 2 
Village of Jork (District of Stade, the "Altes Land" SW of Hamburg, Germany) 
The village of Jork (pronounced York) was inhabited since the twelfth century. It grew at the 
junction of important roads on the south banks of the Elbe. In 1221 "Majork" was given to a 
newly founded Andreaskloster. Since then it has prospered from fruit production. 
The village is laid out along the E-W and N-S roads. The multistoried houses have ornamental 
gables and ornamental entrances oriented towards the road. They are half-timbered and about a 
third of them display ornamental nogging. The colour effect is that of whitewashed beams, red 
bricks with whitewashed joins and green ornamental doors. 
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Fig. 65. Gauged-brick patterns with symmetries prlmm and m as well as interweaved patterns, @. 
Triangular fields have herringbone pattern nogging. Central Jork, Germany. 
The majority of houses of interest, “Ziegelfachwerke”, have been built prior to 1800. However, 
the building and rebuilding has continued until the present time. For example, the same patterns 
were used on the houses built in 1950’s as on the historical Portausches Haus (seventeenth century). 
Similarly, house No. 45 in Osterjork was built about 1750, but the original uninteresting brickwork 
was replaced by the splendid ornamental nogging only in 1936. Thus, the patterns have been in 
use over an extended period of time, the old ones repaired and perhaps altered to some extent 
during the inevitable repairs of the half-timbered houses, and much of them was lost during modern 
alterations. 
Central panels of half-timbered facades in Jork are usually filled by more fanciful patterns 
whereas the lateral, often triangular fields represent winned or untwinned herringbone patterns 
pgg or m (Figs 27,29 and 65). Alternation of herringbone patterns with more elaborate, usually 
square patterns is also common. Twinning or point-group designs may assume considerable 
importance on modern houses. Framing of diagonally oriented square designs is common (Fig. 66). 
Gauged-brick patterns nearly always obey symmetry p4mm or its dichroic derivatives (Figs 46, 47, 
65 and 66). Besides these, the principal families and homologous series are those mentioned in 
Section 6: various herringbone patterns (Figs 27 and 28), interweaved patterns (Figs 29, 30, 33, 
38 as well as Figs 65 and 66), simple or decorated block patterns and patterns close to those in 
both halves of Fig. 55 and in Fig. 8. A rare modem example of p2 derived by substitution from 
a pattern akin to that in Fig. 3(h) was seen as well. Because of the limited size of the timber mesh 
available for nogging, the unit mesh size is always small compared to the brick dimensions. The 
only exceptions are patterns such asin Fig. 66 (lower part) from which only fragments too small 
for unambiguous interpretation often occur. Contradictory styles, techniques, symmetries and 
orientations (mutual rotation by 45”) render a lively and dynamic character to the facades (Fig. 
65) that is further heightened by white joins or whitewashed elements although these are not 
compulsory. 
Again, rectangular and square plane groups describe the bulk of patterns employed; they are 
supplemented only by rare modem examples of p2. In Jork, stress is on groups which contain 
prominent ghde-reflection planes whereas p4, prominent in the Islamic or Art Nouveau examples, 
was not found (Table 2). Thus, in North German brickwork in Altes Land, the means used for 
achieving dynamism of plane patterns were somewhat different from those used by the Moors of 
Cordoba. Symmetries m, 2mm, and less frequently also e represent he bulk of the point group 
designs and twinned patterns at Jork. 
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Fig. 66. Rectangular panels with ornamental nogging, plane groups p4mm (above) and pmg (below). 
Flanked by interweaved patterns, second homologue. 
12. EPILOGUE 
Symmetrological studies and pattern analysis represent a powerful method for exact analysis of 
archeological nd art-historical problems. On the one hand they allow more exact descriptions of 
art schools and traditions, on the other hand they reveal in clearly definable terms some of the 
ways human creativity develops within an individual, a group or through generations of artists. 
Several ways of symmetrological/structural classification have been used in this study for the 
same problems. It is hoped that the reader can see the advantage of using several complementary 
ways of classification. Each of them reveals a different aspect of the pattern and its relationships 
to other pattern groups. These relationships are not only of academic interest: some of them, 
however complex (e.g. pattern-reduction r omission), were definitely exploited by the ancient 
ornament designers although we are sometimes unable to decide whether they were developed at 
the locality or copied from pattern books artisan groups undoubtedly carried with them. The 
stacking notation which at first seems to belong to the realm of recreational science proved very 
handy as a shorthand replacement of drawings whenever the author found a new pattern. 
The efficiency of fundamental symmetrological descriptions (e.g. Wyckoff positions or pattern 
types) is greatest for simple patterns: it decreases with increasing complexity of patterns chiefly 
because our powers of image synthesis from symbol strings have firm limitations. Classification i to 
series of different kind is more powerful precisely in this realm of complex patterns. Some series 
(e.g. accretional or element-substitution series) can be described by short mathematical expressions 
whereas other types (e.g. various catamorphic series) elude such description. However, they should 
not be dismissed on these grounds: (1) we are dealing with art where free improvization and further 
ornamentation f basic design is a rule, not an exception, and (2) in the realm of physical science 
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catamorphic changes relate some crystal structures to other structures not usually considered as 
their kin. 
Our study shows how the universality of artistic medium, a brick, brings about universality, 
recurrency or at least similarity of ornamental solutions. The same fundamental families occur 
again and again, notwithstanding the distances and time covered. Of course, differences and local 
fashions exist even in plain brick styles. One of the most important influences appears to be the 
size of area available for the pattern and the viewing distance. Their increase goes hand in hand 
with increase in unit mesh size and increasing complication of the motif. The large-scale ornaments 
on minarets and facades of large public buildings became very complicated, almost mannerist in 
nature. They appear to avoid boredom produced by easiness of viewer's intuitive analysis and to 
satisfy the "horror vacui" that the architects hared with other cultures. It perhaps is remarkable 
that these large patterns in the majority of cases preserve close relationships to their much smaller 
and simpler predecessors. 
One aspect of brickwork patterns, clearly determined by their medium, is the limited choice of 
plane groups of symmetry we observe for them. Hexagonal and trigonal cases are exceptional; they 
occur either as rare openwork or require special bricks (tiles). The bulk of cases belong to 
rectangular or square space groups; oblique solutions are much less frequent. More exact analysis 
of plane group statistics faces a number of problems. Statistics over patterns and pattern varieties 
found on an architectural object or in an area appears to be the simplest solution. However, it is 
often a problem to define which patterns and especially which varieties are sufficiently different 
from the similar ones to warrant an independent entry in the list. On the other hand this approach 
does not reveal the frequency of occurrence of individual patterns on the object. For example, some 
p44 and p4mrn patterns occur repeatedly on a number of panels on the Great Mosque of Cordoba, 
whereas other p44, cram, etc. patterns have been used only once or twice. Although we do not meet 
here the problem of interlacing ribbon vs line patterns, common for the analysis of Arabic mosaics, 
dichroic patterns occasionally occur and have to be reduced to plain ones. 
The sources of material to this study have been manifold. Besides the author's own observations, 
drawings and photographs, a great number of books and exhibitions were scanned for patterns. 
They almost exclusively contain photographs from which patterns had to be reconstructed and 
drafted. The following are considered best among the sources consulted: Castej6n and de Arizala 
[15], Du Ry [17], Hrbas and Knobloch [18], Hunt and Harrow [19], Mitchell [12], Montes Ruiz [16] 
and Wade [20]. 
Literature which pays attention to ornamental nogging is rare in spite of a number of books 
which deal with half-timbered houses; the great majority of patterns illustrated come from our own 
observations. Hansen [21], Benzon [22] and Konst [23] have been consulted, among others. Zapotec 
ornaments can be seen, for example, in Coe [24]. 
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